More Productive Territories
Superior software to create superior sales territories
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With ProAlign you can create, map, and
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Built on Leading Mapping Platform
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Project Management
& Consulting
• Customer Profiling

visualize customer and territory data, and
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Align or Optimize Territories
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ProAlign’s optional Territory Optimizer

• Choose to balance on ʺshapeʺ (i.e.
compact size) or criteria (such a sales or
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Automatic optimization not only saves
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alignments or deploying actual resources.
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ProAlign can recommend how many
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territories you need or can optimize across a
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Software & Data
• Mapping Software

Other key optimizer features include:
• Specify territories or accounts to remain

• Custom Applications

untouched, or optimize individual
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• Add constraints to limit territory size
Expertise Behind the Tool
While we believe our software is superior to
any other on the market, you can also benefit
from working with our analysts to help you
efficiently and effectively complete your
territory alignment using ProAlign.
Because territory alignment is something we
perform on a daily basis, when you work
with Mapping Analytics you gain more than
just a software solution. You gain access to
highly skilled analysts and sales
management experts who are committed to
your success.

Analytical Data
• Street and Boundary
Data
“Their dedication,
expertise, and support
helped us complete a
major sales force
realignment . . . we could
not have achieved the
same results without
them on our team.”
Tom Blue
National Sales Manager
Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp.
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